
 Starting Custom Best Custom Premium Custom Movie 
General 

Conception/g
enres 

 
 
 

Simple short scene/short crime story we can realize in 
simple conditions. For example a story of conflict  of 
man and woman when man kills  woman or woman 

kills a man. Policemen arrives for CSI 
investigation…Something we used to name «Simple 

Custom Rate» before  
 

Already shot movie with characters, complicated 
storyline and the plot  

Complicated story shot in different shooting days, in different 
locations with complicated tricks and professionally crew job  

 
Number of 

Actors 
 

2-4 2-6 2-10 

Location Apartment, Outside (Summertime), Car, Backyard  Apartment, Outside, Cars, Cottages, Townhouses, 
Industrial, Underground Torture Rooms  

Very specific: underwater, city panoramas, skyscrapers, real 
hospitals, historical reconstructions, Sci-Fi Sets, Huge Factories, 

Real Office Buildings, swimming pools and etc.   
Runtime 

 
 

5-15 minutes  10-22 minutes 15-50 minutes  

Props 
 
 

Our designer chooses props to his taste or purchases 
something  

You can control props purchasing and contact with our 
prop manager directly, choose pops from the shops all 

over the world 

You can control props purchasing and contact with our prop 
manager directly, choose pops from the shops all over the world 

Set Design 
 
 

Minimal  Set designer do location artist setting with extra props 
and design  

Set designer do location artist setting with extra props and 
design  

We can do our own hand-made props, order props or do it with 
3D printer!  

Make Up And 
Blood Effects 

 
 

Minimal (little wounds with blood), stabbing without 
rivers of blood, basic artist make up  

Much blood, complicated make up, wounds, imitation 
of guts, gory,   and other effects  

Ultra much blood – rivers of blood, complicated make up, 
wounds, imitation of guts, gory,   and other effects 

 
FX effects and 
postproducti

on editing 
 

Minimal  Lots of effects, firefight scenes, computer graphic and 
some others   

Lots of professional effects using chromokey (green screen), 
tracking, Premier After Effects Job, Effects  of Burning, Flying and 

all you need.  

 
 

Equipment 
 
 
 

Camera, Sound with camera boom (so so sound), 
minimal gaffer set  

Two-three cameras boom, standard lighting package, 
some-machine, color filters, different optic  

Two-three cameras, boom, standard lighting package, some-
machine, color filters, different optic.  

Sound is recorded separately in sound-edition studio.  



Script 1-5 pages  <22 pages  <50 pages  

Example of 
movies 

https://hemlockfilms.gumroad.com/l/wVMQL 
 

https://hemlockfilms.gumroad.com/l/DgUl 
 

https://hemlockfilms.gumroad.com/l/DBsin 
 

https://toxicmoon.gumroad.com/l/Halloween2019Jac
k 
 

https://toxicmoon.gumroad.com/l/uCbEX 
 

https://toxicmoon.gumroad.com/l/OtvWo 
 

https://toxicmoon.gumroad.com/l/igFaXL 

https://hemlockfilms.gumroad.com/l/uZpUk 

 
https://hemlockfilms.gumroad.com/l/OqYST  

 
https://toxicmoon.gumroad.com/l/SyxFe 

 
https://toxicmoon.gumroad.com/l/UWoGw 

 
 

For gory films portfolio please contact us directly ! 

Genres Giallo, Eurocrime, Superherouic Movies  Giallo, Eurocrime, Splatter, Slasher, , Superherouic 
Movies,  Noir  

Giallo, Eurocrime, Splatter, Slasher, , Superherouic Movies,  Noir, 
Gory Film, Sci-Fi, Action Movie  

Customer 
Services 

Business coordination via e-mail  Private custom service. Personal manager. 
Coordination’s with prop manager  

Private custom service. Personal manager. Coordination’s with 
prop manager and with casting manager  

 

WWW.DARKROOMSPR.COM 

DARKROOMSPR@GMAIL.COM 
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